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Summary 

Some possible us'es of the· ·fission process to 

synthesize superheavy elements are_considered. 

Th~ 'expe~iment~l- wita, obtaiile~ usirig a 136xe 

iori. beam, _show that .. in the ~ea?tion 23Bu+ 136xe 

. ~9me _hea~ ·fra~e:nts, up ~o 254cf,'are forme~ 
On the . basis of ':these . data the conclusion is 

• • I • 

.. drawn thB.t ili 'bombardment. of 23Bu targets with 
1 3~e io~ near the; ~gic -~umbers Z=114 ~ . 

. . :· . . 

-N=184 superheavy elements can be synthesized 

for ~hich'theor,y.p~edicts considerably ennanced . ,- . . - . . 
., 

· stability~ The experimental technique is desc-
:' '. . . : , . . . . . ~: 

ribed; the results of: the _first experiments on 

the synthesis of · stiperhe~vy elements using this 

technique are presented. 
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1. Introduc~ion 

During the last decade the e~e~ents of::atomic 

·: ' 102, 1031 104 and 105 were 'synthesized. at the La be 
...... • .-.1, .... 

Nuclear Reactions. of the Joint Institute for NuclE 
. " 

The synthesis was performed in the complete.fUsiol 

between c, 0 and Ne projectiles and u, Pu and·Am :l 

targ~t_nuclei. _The fusion 7~sulted in the formatic 

pound nuclei that de-excited by neutron emission. . . 

pound-nucleus formation' cross section was about o • 

While that for. residual nuclei was Considerably. SD 

cause. the excitation energy of the compowid. nucle:l 
· :· ~· r .. 1. • • • • · • • 

)Q-40 .MeV, and the fission probability was tens_ ~ 

"times higher than t:b.e'~robability of neutrOn emiss 
~ ' . . ' . - ·. ·. : .. 

a result, 'the cross section for '~!he-production of 
• • fl-.-· •. •• . • ,. • . ' 

drastically decreases with increasing z. For ~eta 
. ' 

cross. ·'section for the production of the .. element of 

ber 105 (nielsbohrium). in the reacti'on 243Am. ( 22Ne 

was found. to be about 1?:...33cm2 '. i.e~ '-~~prox:l.inately 
the CrOSS section for the formation of the compoun 
265105 ( seeref.1 )) • 

Our attempts to· synthesize subseq~e~t element 

Z=106-107 in' the_ n~clear reactions :triduced by :28si 

ions have not produced favourable results. Since.i 
- . .. 
to alpha ~ecay~ these nuclei should un~7go sponta 

fission, a search was made for this latter mode ,of 

The cross section for .the nuclei sought for_.by spo 

~lesion w~s found. to be le.ss tha~ ·5 x 1o-35c~2 :( r 
. •. 

The use of heavier_ targets, em, Bk and·,Cf, ma: 

some advantates; However they make more difficult 

.. fica.tion of new nuclei from their -~~~taneous f~ss 
mode since both the· 
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1. Introduc:t;ion 

During the laSt decade the elements of-::B.tomic·.numbers 

. ~: '.102, 103, 104 and 105 were synthesized at the Laboratory of . .... . " ~ ... . 

Nuclear Reactions of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research • 
. , . 

The synthesis was performed in the complete.fusion reactions 

between c, 0 and Ne projectiles and u, Pu and·Am isotop~s as · ';-

target. nuclei. _The fusion resulted in the formation of com-

pound nuclei that de-excited by neutron emission. The com-
, . . 

, · pound-nucieus formation cross section was about 0.2 -. 1· barn 
. . . 

while that for residual nuclei was considerably smaller be-

cause. the excitation energy of the c~m:pound. nuclei. ·was about .· 

3o-40 MeV, and the fj_~~ion p~bability: was tens and h~dreds of 

'times higher than the' prot;>ability of neutron emiss.ion. As 

a result, 'the cross section for the production of: new nuclei 
' . . 

·drastically decrea~es with increasing z. For instance, the 
. . . . 

cross 'section f:or the production of the.· element of atomic num-. ' . .· . 

ber 105 (n:ielsbohrium) in the reacti'o~. 243Am (
22

Ne, 4n)
261

105: 

was found. to be about 1~:.. 33om2 ' i.e~ ,_~pproximately 10-8 of . 

the cross section for the formation of the compound nucleus 

265105 ( see re'£.1)). 
' . 

OUr attempts to· synthesize subsequent elements of 

Z::106-107 in'the nuclea; reactions ~duced by·
28si and 3

1
p 

ions have not produced favourable results. Since in addition 
. ' . , . 

to alpha ~ecay, these nuclei should un~rgo spontaneous 

fission, a search was made fo~ this latter mode .of decai~ 
The cross section for the nuclei sought for by spontaneous 

~ission w~s found to be l~ss than 5 x 1o-35cm
2 

'( ref. 
2
)). 

The· use of heavier targets, Cm, Bk and·. Cf, may have 

some advantate·a· However they make more difficult the ·identi

'fication of new nu~lei from their s~ontaneous f:J..ssion decay 

mode since both the 
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r target nuclei and their neighbours produced in transfer 

reactionS undergo spontaneous fissioil. 

An analysis of the data on the s,ynthesis of transfer

mium: elements allows us to conclude th.B.t this complicated 

situation is conditioned by some regularities in thecprope~ 

ties of the nuclei synthesized~ 

Most of the nuclei of this region undergo either alpha · 

decay or spontaneous fission~ As follows from the systematics 

of' alpha radioactive properties, a nuclear lifetime increases 

essentially with increasing number of neutrons in the nucleus. 

Therefore, in order to produce comparatively long-lived alpha

radioactive nuclei, one should synthesize preferably isotopes 

having the largest possible number of neutrons~ Bearing in 

mind that all the known isotopes of elements or :.'. 9102 pro

duced in heavy-ion induced reactions have N::15Q-157, isotopes 

with nearly 160 neutrons should be s,ynthesized for the produc

tion of elements of Z=106 and 107. At the SSl!le time the sys

tematics of spontaneous fission half-liv~s shows that the 

highest stabilitY is observed ior the neutron subshell N::152, 

and the spontaneous fission half-life decreases sha~ly with 

moving away from N=152. 

2. The "Stability Island" in the Region of Superheavy 

Nuclei. 

The situation_may, however, change _in the case of super

heavy nuclei sincfe the neutron and proton' shells folio!ilig - . . 

Z=82 and N=126 may manifest themselves here. According to 

some predictions3) ·the neutron shell next to 208pb corresp~nds 
to N::184; and therefore a conSiderable illcrease in stability 

can be expected for Z ~110, i~e., far from the known nuclear 

region~ 
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The alpha-decay· half-lives for nuclei o£ z ~1 

N=184 can be determined from -the calculated valuef 
•. r ,- < 

masses. The problem of estimating the stability oi 

nuclei against fission i~ more difficult since the 

the fission bai-rier is defined to be the small di1 

between two large quantities, the Coulomb and sur1 

energies during the process of nuclear deformatioD 

of theoretical papers have dealt with the detailed 

of nuclear masses3t4), while the elegant method su 

V~M.Strutinsky has permitted the calculation of' fi 

· rier structures for the wide range of fissioning n 

The values of 'fission barriers calculated b,y this 

scribe satisfactorily the properties of' nuclei ~ea 

sed shell N=126 and give ·an explanation of' tlie nat 

taneously f'issioning isomers in the region of U- Ao 

Therefore this method has been used to calculate t: 

barriers for heavy nuclei of Z ~110~ 

Numerous calculations show that at Z around 1· 

should exist a large· region of nuclei with enhancec 

against spontaneous fission; the "double magic" nuc 

should be most stable (114. and 184 are proton and 1 

closed shells, respectively). The values of the fi1 

height for this nucleus calculated b,y different au1 

vary over the range 10 to 15 MeV·(see fig~1). Estil: 
' . . 

the spontaneous-fission half-life for this nucleus 

106 and 1013 years~ Since spo~taneous-fission half· 

so longl the stability of these nuclei will be detE 

from th~h alpha- ~d beta- decay half-lives which 

. estimated f~m the ciuculated values of nuclear mali 

5 
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The alpha-decay half-lives for nuclei of Z?-110 and 

N=184 can be determined from-the calculated values of nuclear 

masses. The problem of .estimating the stability of t~ese 

nuclei against fission is more difficult since the value of 

the fission barrier is defined to be the small difference 

between two large quantities, the Coulomb and surface nuclear 

energies during the process of nuclear deformation._ A number 

of theo~tical papers have dealt with the detailed calculations 

of nuclear masses3• 4), while the elegant method suggested.by 

V.M.Strutinsky has permitted the calculation of fission bar

rier st~ctures for the wide range of fissioning nuclei5). 

The values of ·fission barriers calculated by this method de

scribe satisfactorily the properties of nuclei ~ear t~e clo

sed shell N=126 and give· an explanation of the nature of spon

taneously fissioning isomers ·in the region of U- Am, ref •6 ). 

Therefore this method has been used to calculate the fission 

barriers for heavy nuclei of Z ~110~ 

Numerous calculations show that at Z around 110 there 

should exist a large region of nuclei with enhanced stability 

against spontaneous fission; the "double magic" nucleus 298114 

should be most stable (11~ and 184 are proton and neutro~ 

closed shells, respectively). The values of the fission barrier 

height for this nucleus calculated by different authors 7-
12

) 

vary over the range 10 to 15 MeV· (see fig.1). Estimates ..r.. 
the spontaneous-fission half-life for this nucleus lie between 

106 and 1013 years~ Since spontaneous-fission half-life is 

so long, the stability of these nuclei will be determined 

from thei~ alpha- and bet_a- decay half-lives which can b'e . 

estimated f~m the calculated values of nuclear masses~ 

5 
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It is rather __ di:f:ficult to establish unamb:igu0usl;1 whi.ch_of 

the nuclei is most stable against all decai modes since there 

are no exact predic~ons conce~ nUclear masses and :fission 

barriers~ However in different papers the highest ·stability

is predicted :for the nuclei in a relatively ~ .. region, 

i.e~, 110~Z,114 and 180~N~188o It is notewortb;r that 1:f 

the nuclei of this region undergo either alpha or beta decay 
' ( once or several times) this will lead to the production of 

isotopes undergoing spontaneous :fission~ 

We think therefore that the main detection method in 

a search :for superheavy ·elements, irrespective o:f the way of 

their production, should be based on recording spontaneous 

:fission events~ 

I:f the lifetime. of the most stable nucleus exceeds 

108 years it cannrit be excluded that this isotope may be 

present in terrestrial samples and cosmic ~terials. Therefore 

many groups of scientists throughout the world are :Undertaking 
- . ' . 

. . . . 
attempts to search :for long-lived spontaneously :fissioning 

nuclei which may turn out to be superheavy elements in the 

"\'' 

region of ~~110~ A. discovery of this_ kind would openup excel-

.lent possibilities :for the investigation of the properties 

of these nuclei, the expansion of the nuclear region and the 

subsequent synthesis of adjacent isotopes and elements by 

means of neutrons, deuterons and alpha-particles~ 

Although there are some indications of the possible ' 

existence o:f.superheavy long-lived el~ments (the isotopic 

composition of xenon in meteorites 13), the 'obse~tion of ... 

rare spontaneous fission ev~nts in lead-bismuth ores 14) ,~tc .) 
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none of -them~ nevertheless; provide indisputable 

:for the 'erlstence·~:r such elements~ 

Therefore, alongside '• a search for stable nuc 

nature, the eXperhentalists h8.ve concentrated tb 

on investigating-the possibilities of synthesizin 

elements in nuclear reactions since' just iil this 

stud;y nuclei of a considerably wider hal:f-li:fe ra 

:from 1o-13 ·to 1o3 years~ 

3• Attempts to Synthesize Superheavy Elemer 

in Nuclear Reactions 

One of the possible methods_o:f synthesizing 

mentioned is the common method using fUsion nucle 

that proceed with the :f_ormation of a compound nuc 
. . . . .. 

However, :for any target+heavy ion combination a c 

nucleus or z ~ 11Q-114 will have a neutron numbex 

ly less than 184~ Since th8 neutron shell· N=1S4 a 

ly the stability of super~eavy nuclei against spo 

:fission, this. should lead to a s~ 'decrease in 

time and production cross se_ction of these nuclei 

The :first attempt to synthesize element 114-

the reaction 248cm + 40Ar ~ 284114 +4n was· :oiade 

son et al.15) and led only to the dete~tion o 

limit of the cross section cCj ~1o-32 cm2)~ One 
. ' . ' . . . . . .. . . 2 

hop~ :for _success in that . case_ since the_ isotope 

differs :from that of N::184 by 14 mass numbers, aD 

li:fe predicted ·:for the :former is :far beyond · expex 

possi;il~~ies -( T11~~1_~-9 se~)~ 

7 
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. none of -them, nevertheless, provide indisputable evidence 

for the 'existence of such elements. 

Therefore, alongside a search for stable nuclei in 

nature, the experimentalists have concentrated their effo~s 

on investigating the possibilities of synthesizing superheavy 

elements in nuclear reactions since ;just in this case one can 

stu~ nuclei of a considerably wider half-life range, i.e~ t 

from 1o-13 to 1o3 years~ 

3• Attempts to Synthesize Superheavy Elements 

in Nuclear Reactions 

One of the possible methods of synthesizing the nuclei 

mentioned is the common method using fUsion nuclear reactions 

that proceed with the formation of a compound_ nucleus. 

However, for any target+heavy ion combination a compound 

nucleus or z : 11Q-114 will have a neutron number significant

ly less than 184~ Since the neutron she~l N=184 affects stro?S

ly the stability of super~eavy nuclei against spontaneous 

fission, this sho~d lead to a sharp decrease in both the life

time and production cross section of these nuclei. 

The first attempt to synthesize element 114-by means·of . 

the reaction 248cm + 40Ar ~ 284114 +4n was made by B~G.Thomp:_ . 

son et a1.15) and led only to the determination of the upper 
' _:., 32 2 ' ' 

limit of the cross section (e ~ 10- em ) • One could hardly 
' ' ' 284 hop~ for success in that .case since the_ isotope 114(N=1?0) 

diff~rs from that of N:184 by 14 ~ss numbers, and the ~_half
life predicted for the fo_rmer_ is far beyond experimental 

possi~ili~ies ,( T1 12 ~_1_0-9 sec)~ 

/' 



From this poizi.t ·of vi~w it seems more appropriate to . -..- . ~ . '- .- . 

synthesize nuclei of Z = 122-126, which makes it possible 

to produce isotopes with N cl~se .to 184~- In this case, how.:: 

ever, the atomic ~ber eXceeds the "magic m.taber" Z=114 

by 1Q-14 units, which should also lead to a considerable 

decrease of both alpha decay and spontaneous fission half-
-· 

lives. As a consequeMe, the production cross section for · 

these elements will be small. 

In 1970 A.G.Demi:i:J. et al.16) (JINR). carried out SOIIlEI 

experiments on the syntheiis of elements in the region of 

Z~26 using the following nuclear reactions: 

238u + 66,68zn ~ 304, 306-~22 + :x:n 
' •• • 0 , 0 

243Am + 66,61:1zn --?- 309-311125 + :x:n. 

In these_ experiments no spontaneous fission with a half-lite 

of T112 ~1o-9sec was observed~ The upper limit o:f the produc

tion cross section for the nuclei of Z=122 and 125 was measu

red to be about lo-31cm2 • 

Similar experiments with krY,pton ions using somewhat 

different techniques were per:fo~ed by M.~fort et al.17) 

(1' Inst1tut de Physique Nuclltaire at Or say). The reactions 

used were as follows: 

23~h + 84-x:r--+ 316-~26 + :m 

238u + B4x.r ~ 322-x-,28 + :m. 
' 

These experiments also allowed to determine only the upper 

limit of th~ production cross section,~-,1o-3°ca2, for the 

min1m,m detection time of~0-6sec. 

Although in both cases sufficiently rapid.techniques 

were used, we believe that the experimental SEmBiti-
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vity was not high ~nough to de_tect sUp~rheavy nti 
~. '."' --·- ~--~. .· . ::;. .~ ... ' '- '• 

'hop'e :for. the formation 0~ a . comi;>ound. nucle~s .< z -

low exc~tation energy, .which follows from the si 

culation If£ = ~in(HI) •:t" Q - Erecoil' liiB:~_-· not be 

because of the specific :features of the:reaction 

that . can ·take place f.<>r ~ch complex nuclei as 8' 

23~, or 238u~ .The excitation energy of the com: 

316126 or 322~;~ .calculated by the nucl.~~ ~as : 
should be E""1D-15 _MeV. However if this .value is 

2D-30 MeV higher, then the neutron ·evaporation c1 
' . - ., . . ,•'· -

be strongly depressed by fission and the product: 
1 . .. 

section :for thes_e nuclei in their ground stat~s z 

be 1o-32cm2 or smaller~ Therefore in our opinion 

riments should be repeated with higher se~sitivi1 

In principle,· nuc'lei of Z=114 and N:184 cai 

Ced in fusion reactions provided ~ne Of the nuclE 

very large neutron excess, e~g., -

238u + 6~1 __,. 2?8114 + 4n ... .. . . .. ' . ' ' 
2~ + 58ca ~ 298114 + 4 ~ etc~ • . . " . t 

Such nuclei as 58ca and 64Ti ar~ very ~stab 
refore ~ they cannot . be accelerated. That_ is why 

gaard et al_18) and later on S.M~Polik:anov et. al1. 

attempts to synthesize superheav;y elements thioug 

reactions_ proceeding in:_bombS.rdment of. 23~ 'jiith,

protons (up to 'JO GeV). Those .experiments did not 

:favourable results, whicl:l is not·. surp;r:f:sing since 

theoretical nor experimental st-adies suggest auff: 
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vitr. wa~ ~~-high ~nough to detect superheavy nt1Cle1~ The 

.>hope for. the .. formation of a compound nucleus (Z..\..126) with. 
' . . ~ ~ ~ . ' 

low_ excitation ~nergy, which follows from the simplest cal-. 

culatiori. !t' = ~in(HI) + Q - Erecoil' WL~ not be justif~ed 
because of the specific features of the 'reaction me_chal:Lism 

that can take place for such complex nuclei as 
84xr and 

23~, or 238~~-The excitation energy of the_ compound nuclei 
~6 ~i . . .. 

126 or 128 calculated by the nuclear mass formula. 

should be E..v1 o-15 MeV. However if this .value. is found to be 

2Q-30 MeV higher, then the neutron evaporati~n cascade-will 

be strongly depresse~ by fission and the production cross 

section for these nuclei in their ground state_s may prove to 

. .. . ·, 
•. 

..... 

be 1o-32cm2 or. smaller~ Therefore in our opinion these expe

riments should be repeated with higher sensitivity ( ,.;to-350 m2)·, 

In principle,· nuc'lei of Z=114 and N:184 can be produ

ced in fusion reactions provided one of the nuclei has a 

very large neutron excess, e~g., 

23f3u + 64Ti __., 2~8114 + 4n 
" •. . . ' 

2~ + 58ca ~ 298114 + 4 ~. etc~ 
Such nuclei as 58ca and 64Ti are very unstable and,the

refore~ they cannot be accelerated. That_ is why L.West-. 
. 18) 19) .. 

gaard et al. and later on s.M.Polikanov et al.. made 

attempts to synthesize superheavy elements through secondary . 

reactions PI:"OCeeding in_ bombardment of 23~ wit~, high energy 

protons (up to ?0 GeV). Those experiments did not produce 

favoura~le results, which is not. surprising since neither .. ' ' . 

theoretical nor experimental stUdies suggest sufficiently 
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well;..founded reasons to believe: that fast_ proton induced < 

reactions should lead to the· formation of' such heavy un

stable nuclei as 6~i or 58ca~ A :f'Urther increase-- in_ proton 

energy does not essentially alter the situation, and·ther~ 

fore we conclude that this method is unsuitable for the 

synthesis of superheavy nuclei; 

At the. same time it cannot be excluded that in reac

tions induced_ by, say, Kr or Xe heavy ions with an energy 

of 1 GeV/nucleon, nuclei with ver,y large neutron e%cess 

(Z=2Q-25, N=3D-40) can be formed as fragmentation products 

with considerably higher probability, and whose kinetic 

ene~ies will possibly be high enough to permit their :f'usion 

with the target nucleus-~ 

4. Use of Fission for the Synthesis of 

Superheavy Nuclei 

Apart from the above methods of nuclea~ synthesis~ 

a somewhat di:f'ferent approach to this problem is possible~ . . 
If one assumes that the :f'usion of two heavy nuclei·(e~g;, 

two uranium nuclei) results in the formation of a co11pound 

nucleus which undergoes fission, the fission fragments will 

have large mass, charge and excitation ene:t>gy distributionsel 

Since fission_fragments have us~ a large neutron_ excess, 

they may ~elude nuclei of Z = 11o-114 and N=184 (ref~20)). 

This approach necessitates the acceleration of ver,y 

heavy ions, say~ xenon or_ uranium, which is a very- di:f':ficult 

problem from the technical point of view. The efficiency of 
' -

this ~ethod will essentially depend on the characteristics 

to be displayed during_ all the stages of 

10 
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the process_ starting :from the- ~teraction of th 

to the moment· wheh a superheavy nucleus is form 

ground state; -

We consider this method of superheavy elem 

tion by msk1ng .. a detailed analysis of the succe: 

of this process and their characteristicsa 

1) Fusion of two complex nuclei of atomic l 

and z2 1 the height of the reaction Coulomb barr: 

2) Production of a uncleus of z = z1 +.z2, 

tion energy and decay mode. 

3) Fission peculiarities of this nucleus, 1 

lity of the :formation of :fragments with proton l 

numbers z3 and N
3, respectively, that are close 

gic numbers" Z=114 and N':184. 

4) The excitatio~ energy distribution of tl 

and the production probability 1'or a fragment o1 

t~e ground state~ 

. -_ rn· the cour•e .of mB.i1y years these cha:t'actez 

have been studied in detail both at ·olir La bora to 

Berkele~ using the reactions induced by heavy io 

ler masses. 

The measureunts O:f the angular CorrelatiOII 

distributionS. and kinetic energies of :fragments, 

by T~Sikkeland et al~~) ~dicate that in bombard 
23Bu with 12c 1 6o 20Ne and 40.h-1ons an· excite 

' t t . -- . --

nucleus is_ :forllle_d. which subsequently undergoes f 

two 'fioagments~. The mass and charge distributions 

:fission :fr9.gments uasured by us :for these react 
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the process starting • from the ~teract:Lon of the nuclei up 

to the moment wheh a,superheavy nucleus is formed in its 

ground state~ 

We consider this method ,of superheavy element produc

tion b.1 making a detailed analysis of the successive stages 

of-this process and their characteristicss 

1) Fusion of two complex nuclei of atomic numbers z1 

and z21 the height of the reaction Coulomb barrier. 

2) Production of a nucleus of Z = z1 +.Z2, its excita~ 

tion energy and decay mode. 

3) Fission peculiarities of this nucleus, the probabi

lity of the formation of fragments with proton and neutron 

numbers z
3 

and N
3

, respectively, that are close to the "ma

gic numberstt Z=114 and N:184. 

4) The excitation energy distribution of the fragments 

and the production probability :ror a fragment of. z3N3 in 

t~e ground state~ 

tn·the cour•e .of many years these characteristics 

have been studied in detail both at otir Laborator.f and at 

Berkeley using the reactions induced by heavy ions of smal

ler masses. 

The measurements of the angular correlation, a~ar 

distributions and kinetic energies of fragments, performed 

b.1 T~Sik:k:elaiid et al~~) illdicate that in bombardment of 

23Bu with 12c, 16o, 20Ne and 40Aio ions an· excited compound 

nucleus isfol.'llle~ which subsequently,undergoes fission to 

two fragments~ . The mass and charge dis.tributions for the 

fission fragments.measured by us for these reactions obey 
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the atat~stical. ~egw:~i~ie~ ~lloh -~hould~e.expected for 

the fission of excited co~ound nuclei 22:.:.24) ( see f~o2).~ 
From extrapolating these data to the heavier projectiles 

one can p~dic{ that ill the bo'mbardment of 23Bu ~i~h 136ze 

ions -the asymm~tric fission of the coaq>oti.nd nucleus 378146 -

will lead, in a small fraction of cases, to the formation of 

fragments with masses of about 300 and proton -and neutron 

numbers that are clos'e to 114 -and 184, respectiveif5>. -If' 
. . 

this extrapolation is valid this method ma.y prove successful 

for• the -~reduction of long-lived superh~a..jy_ miclei~ 'H:owever, . 

the answer to the question' of whether this method is 'efficient 

enough for nuclear ~yi:J.thesis 'is rar from being simple -since 

the various stages leading to the production of superheavy 

elements in the reaction U + Xe can be, to a considerable eXtent, 

different from those of the reaction 238u-+ 40Ar. 

In this connection the results of the stUdies of the 

interaction of Kr ions with nuclei, obtained recently by. 

M~Lefort et a1. ~G) at Orsa;r are of c~nsideritble impo:r.!tance~ 
On the basis· of the measurements of fission .. frasment cor

relations in the bombardment of 232Th 8nd 23Bu with Bli:Kr- ions~ 

the authors of this work have com~ to the conclusion 'that the 

formation ·of a comp~Und nucleus does not take· place in this 

case, the ~pper liinit of the cross section being 10 mb~ At the 

same time m:· the 'reaction 116cd + Bl1rr where the forma~ion of 

the compound nucleus 200po wa~ observed, a 1~1~ enhancement 

of the Coulomb barrier was found, which is equi~alent to 

-about 5U MeV for this reaction27). 
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If' the _~-bnoe of tJ:i.e process has changed 1: 
., ~ • >;;, 

_of significance to''the production of superheavy 

one:w~nt f~~ 4o...r tc;~:· which' resUlted :s.; . as 

decrease_ in- the ;yield, the same should occtir in 
23Bu ''.r•136ze but with ~re-~tic consequencel 

A slight hope for success in this effort m: 
. - . . 

based on the fact that neither theoretical calct 

eXperimental results, especially their interpre1 

absolutel~ faultless~ Therefore we have carried 

. of experimehts to study the meohanism oi the : in1 

of Xe i~ns wi~h different nuclei with emphaSis ·c 

associated with the produotion and decay of couq: 

5. Aoceleration of Xeions 

In order to carey out this stud;y, we had fi 

to produoe a. :X:e ion be~ We c~se the tandem me 

leration, namel;y the use of two c;yolotrons of tl::i 

ratoey of Nuclear Reactions in sequenoe~ .. 

The Xe +9 ion& produced b;r an im;p~ed. ·iorLs 

~ere accelerated in a 31Q-om cyclotron Up to an 

150 Kev~' The interi.sity of the external beam.was . 

. At a distance of 70 aet~rs .the be~ was injected 

accelerating chamber 'of a 20Q-om 'isochronous c;ro: 

In a oarbon_ stripper, 40.fg/cm2 thiok, the i~ns-, 

ped to have a charge of .+30, and then accelerat~ 
At the maximum radius of the 20Q-om c;yolotron th1 

intensit:- of the 13Gze be9.!D- we~_e about· 9oo M~V ru 

2 x 1010 p/~, re8pectivel;y. Some ama.llimprovemeJ 

310-cm cyclotron that are curreri.tl;y being made w: 
an increase in the 136ze beam intensitY up· to 10 

13 
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,If the nature of the process has changed in the .stages 

~.- of significance to ·the p~d~tion of superheavy elements:.. 

. as one. went f~m 40Ar to 8~, which resulted in a di-asti~: 
decrease in- the yield, the same should occur in the reaction 

23Bu -~ ·13Gx~ but with ;D,ore o.i-a~tio consequences~ 
A slight hope for success in this effort might be 

based on the fact that neither theoretical calculations nor 

eXperimental results, especially their interpretation, are 

absolute~y faultless~ ~herefore we have carried out a number 

of experiments to Study the mechanism of the interaction 

of Xe ions with different nuclei with emphasis on the problems 

associated with the production and decay of compound ~clel. 

5. Acceleration of Xe Ions 

In order to carry out this study 1 we had first of all 

to produce a.Xe ion be~ We chose th8 tandem method of acce

leration, riB.mely the use of two cyclotrons of the JINR Labo

rator;y of Nuclear Reactions in sequence~ 
~e xe+9 ions produced by an improved ion·,souroe 28) 

~ere accelerated in a· )1G-om cyclotron Up to an energy of 

150. MeV~ The intensity of th.e external beam was 2 x 101 ~/s. 
At a distanoe of 70 aeters the beam was injected into 'the 

acceleratiDg chamber. of a 2oo-cm .isochronous cyclotro~ .•. 

In a carbon- ~tripper, 40 f'g/cm2 thick, the i~ns were . strip-

ped to have a ohB.rge of +30, and then accelerated again(fig.3) ~ · 
At the maximum radius of the 2oo-cm cyclotron the enerS;r and 

intensity of the 13Gze beam were about. 9oo MeV and Up to 

2 x 1o10 p/~, respectively. Bo~e s~llimprovements to the 

310-cm cyclotron that are currently being made will permit 
an increase 1n the 13Gze beam intensity up to 10

11 p/s~ 
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A more detailed description . of the exper:l..mental. technique 

and possible uses of this tandem ~stem for the acceleration 

of 11ther ions is given in the paper of I.A.Shela;yev.et al~9)• 

The first experilllents on the bombllrdment of ''ilg and. 

7°zn by 
136ze ions have been perfo~edbyS~A~Kara.m;ran et al}O) ~ 

These e:x:per:l..ments show .that these reactions yield co~ound 

nuclei witn a cross section of a few hundred ~ibarns. Later 

on OoA.Orlova et al.31 ) have carried out experiments to deter

mine . the yield of Au isotopes from the bombardment of a thick 
2

3Bu target with 136ze ions~ The radiochemically separated 

fraction of gold contained five isotopes of masses from 194 

to 199 ( fig~4). The product nuclei were lighter than the 
2

3Bu target nucleus by nearly 40 mass numbers and heavier 

·than the bombarding nucleus 136ze by 60 units~ The production 

cross section for these nuclei is about-(2•5) x 10-22 cm2 , 

i~e~, substantially larger than those e:x:pe~ted for the usual. 

multi-nucleon transfer reactions~ 

A detailed stud;y of the fission of heavy nuclei has been 

performed by Ye.E~Penionzhkevich et al. by bombarding 181Ta 

with 136xe. In these experiments four groups of fragments· 

were separated radiochemically~ which cannot: be transfer 

reaction products·; t4ese groups are yttriUm isotopes (Z=39) ~ · 

rare earth elements from Pm to Ho (60 <.z (68), gold isotopes 

(Z=79), and the isotopes of the heavy elements·Ra and Ac 

(Z=sa, 89)~ 
On the basis of the yield of 24 isotopes, the mass 

and charge distributions for the fission fragments are 
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plotted in fig. 5. ~e :curves displayed are of s1 

chara~ter; the.position of the maxima and.the -~ 

the mass. and. charge distributions of ,the . reactioz: 

appear to be clo~e ~o the.expectations for the fj 

~he compound nucleus 317127 produced in the :fusio 
18

1Ta and 136ze. Our data show that the cross sec 

process is about 100 mb~ 

It is worth noting that in_ this case the und 

of the compound-nucleus formation process and the 

"compound nucleus" is somewhat different from tha 

applied to the lighter nuclei for which the neutr 

tion process has been studied. This difference is 

conventional. here since only one decay mode, name: 

to two fragments , is considered in this case~ The : 

in the . fissioning nucleus equilibrium is establisl 

respect . to the fission degrees of freedom, which : 

the statistical distribution of the fission fragm4 

their masses and charges, indicates that ·this proc 

not in principle differ from that expected from tl 

concept of a compound nucleus~ 

Some important conclusions may b~ drawn from 

of the heavy fragment yield~ As is seen from fig. 

of Ra and Ac isotopes in .their ground states is hll 
. -- ...... 

times Slllal.ler . than that. expecte~ · T~s can be expl 

instability of these heavy nuclei.against fissio~ 

the original,nucleUs 31 7127.~111 fission to fragme 

a wide excitation energy _spec~um, the heaviest of 

fission aga~ We have cal.led this mechanism "case 

sion" 32>. 
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plotted in fig. 5. The curves displayed are of statistical 

character; the position of the maxima and .th:e variation of 

the mass and charge distributions of ,the reaction products 

appear to be close to the expectations for the fission of 

~he compound nucleus 317127 produced in the fusion between 
181Ta and 136ze. Our data show that the cross section of this 

process is about 100 m.b~ 

It is worth noting that in this case the und~rstanding 

of the compound-nucleus formation process and the very term. 

"compound nucleus" is somewhat different from. that usually 

applied to the lighter nucl~i for which the neutron evapora

tion process has been studied. This difference is purely 

conventional here since only one decay mode, namely fission 

to two fragments , is consid~red in this case~ The fact that 

in the fission.in€; nucleus equilibrium. is established with 

respect to the fission degrees of freedom, which leads to 

the statistical distribution of the fission fragments over 

their masses and charges, indicates that this process does 

not in principle differ from that expected from. the classical 

concept of a compounO. nucl~s~ 

Some important conclusions may be drawn from an ana.lysis . 

ot the heavy fragment yield~ As is seen from f1g.5 the yield . , .. -
of Ba and Ac isotopes in their ground states is hundreds of 

times sliBJ.ler . than that expected~ This can be explained by 

instability of these heavy nuclei against fission~ In fact, 

the original_nucleus 317127.will fission to fragmen~s with 

a wide excitation energy spectrum., the heaviest of which will 

fission aga~ We have called this mechanism "cascade fis._ 

sion" 32). 
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Subsequent'experiments were carried.out·b,r V.A~Shche~: 
~. ; . . " 

golev and M~Hussonnois with th~ aim. of determining the pro-· 

d~ction c~ss sectio~ for .such heavy #~~rit.s ~s ~~7Th,. 
f30u (in the reaction.· 209Bi + 136zeJ; 246cf and d54cf ,,· · 

( in the reaction 2::S8u + 13b.x.e)". T.lle prodUction cross sec

tion for t.lle heavy isotope 254cf is app~ximately 2x10-34cm2~ 

The fact that such heavy nuclei· are prochtced in their. ground · 

state in~ noticeable portion of ~ases is explained by us' 

in the following way~ 

.As a result of the large mass and charge distributions, 

the fragments will have also a wide-spectrum of excitation· 

energy. In 'this case a certain numbe7 of-nuclei may have 

a rather low excitation energy and may de-8xeito with a high 

probability. 

If we revert to the problem of producillg superheavy 
. . .. , . · ........ ~.. . ( . 

nuclei as fission fragments w~.have to_point out that a si;.. 

milar situation exists also in this case·; 

rf the fissio~ barrier height for the nu~leus 298114 

·.~"'· 

in the ground state is B-12 lleV ,- a:cd this value decre-ases 

with increasing excitation energy_ due to the elimination of 

shell corrections with the groWth 'of the nuclear teDq>erature, 

this illq>lies that the production cross seot_ion for these 

nuclei will mainly be dete~ed -b.Y· the low-en:~rgy part of 
. . . . .. . .. .. -~ . '. 

the excitation energy spectrum for the fragments . ~ 'l ~- 20MeV), . 

It should also be noted that the calculation of the deforma.:. 

tion of·the nucleus .298114, which corresponds to the vertex ·. 
< J "' -

of the fission_ barrier, gives a relatively ·small value~"'0.2+0_.3) 

whereas the average magnitude of fragment deformation at the 

moment of fragmentation may be noticeably larger. However, 
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the wide spectrum of'tb.e intrinsiri'excitation of the 

~ · i~ ·due. to.' their larse varhtions in deformation; ~ i 
·it is natural to assume that small-deformation corre1 

a low excitation ene:rS,.~ Thus the, probability of the 

tion of superheavy nuclei: in their ground states is < 

to a corisiderable extent by the structure of their· f: 

barrier1~If we be~r in mind that the· sl>ontaneous fia1 

life ~roases with increasing values of-the fission 

the large~t cross section can be ~xPeeted.for the-mol 

lived nuclei (fig~6). 

ID. view of the above considerations, the e:z:per:i.n 

the production of superheavy elements in the.re~ctiox 

aimed at the· synthe.SiS Of relati~ely loDg-lived nuclE 

a half-life of ? 1 day~ 

6. First Exper~ments _on the Synthesis of 
Superheavy Nuclei Using a Xe Ion Beam 

A thick t'arget of metallic 23Bu was bombarded wi 
. " . 

a 1 36x~ ion beam during .3-5·daYs at an average be~ i 
• 0' 

of about'. 6 ::: 109. p/s~ After 'tihe bombard.I!ient the ~eact 

products were separated radiochemicaltly into two· frac 

as follows: 

1. Elements of the· actinide family (89~ z ~ 103), 

~~ Sulfides or heavy metals from Os ·_to Bi (76( Z 

The radiochemical separation technique was devel 

" by Yu.s.Korotkin et al. and envisaged a thorough piu.-if 

of separated fractions fro~ urani~ The ~anium cont 
. .. . ··-

the samples after purification was determined in two 

i~e., from the alpha· particle spectrum aild ·from the. 
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the wide spectrum of the intrinsic' excitation of the fragment~' -: 

'·' ~· is·due to· their large variations in deformation; in this/case 

··it is natural to assume that small deformation corresponds to 

a·_ low eXcitation energy~ Thus the, probability of the produc-
. . 

_tion of superheavy nuclei in their ground states is determ1!led 

to a considerable extent by the structure of their fission 

barriert~If we bear·in mind that ~he.spontaneoua fission half

life incroases with increasing values of the fission barrie~, 
the largeat cross section czm be exi)ected for the most long-

lived nuclei (fig~6). 

Iii. view of the above considerations, the experiments on. 

the production of superheavy elements in the.reaction U+Xe 

aimed at the synthesis of relatively long-lived nuclei with 

a half-life of ? 1 day~ 

6. First Experiments on the Synthesis of 

Superheavy Nuclei Using a Xe Ion Beam 

A thick target of.metallic 23Bu was bombarded with 

a 1 36x~ ion beam duri:Dg 3-5· <laYs at an average beam inten~ity · 

of about'. 6 ::: 109. p/s~ After the bombardllient the reaction 

products were separated radiochemica~ly into two fractions 

as follows: · . · 

1. Elements of the· actinide family (89~ z ~ 103) 1 and 

<!e Sulfides of heavy metals from Os.to Bi (76( Z< 83). 

T.b.e radiochemical separation technique was developed 

· by Yu.s.Korotkin et al. and envisaged a thorough ptirii'ication 

of separated fractions from uranium~ The uranium content in 

the samples·after purification was determined in two ways, 

i~e., from the ·alpha particle spectrum and ·from thermal·neutron · 
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induced fission. •.fhe uranium concentration in the ·samples 

did not e~ee~ 0.2 jUg. 

Aft~r chemical.. ~eparation a ""' 0.5 mg/cm2 layer of 
• - - - c -

the substance was deposit~d onto a phosphate gl.ass pl.ate, 

12 cm2 in area~ Then the· sample was put into one of the six 

proportional counters. intended for the . detection of fission 

fragments~ Another gl.ass plate covered with a thin co~ting 

layer was placed in front of the sample~ For the detection 

of fission neutrons the apparat?s developed by G.K~Ter

Altopian et al. has been used whiah consists of a hyd.rogeneous 

moderator with a system of 1~ counters inside it. The counters 

are filled with 3ae at a pressure of 6 atm~ The detection 

efficiency of the apparatus for fission neutrons is 3QI~ 

The scheme of the detection system is shown in fig. 7~ 

The neutron detector was triggered by impulses from 

spontaneous fission events, and one could easily estimate 

the number of fission neutrons 0 • 
The operation of the fission fragment counters was 

checked by me~ of gl.ass plates which, after the occurrence 

o!_a fragment pulse, were removed from the counter, treated 

and examined under a microscope. 

In order to check the operation of the neutron counter, 

a 23Bu target was pl.aced inside one of the s:b: fission frag

ment vaunters so that the neutron detector could record.from 

time to time the neutrons resulting from the spontaneous 

fission of 23~~ 
Of the elements of the actinide family, 254cf is the 

most p;obable spontaneously fissioning nucleus (T1; 2=60 days, 

s~f. 99%) whereas the spontaneous fission of ~ides can 

be due only to the decay of superheav,y elements • 

18 

Af'tei• a continuous e%.Postzre (a" few months) th1 

observed only one and eight spontaneous fis~ion evl 

the actinide and. heav,y metal fractions, ·respective: 

Since no· Spontaneous fission has practically i 
ved in the actinide series,· in our further 'experiiru 

used the recoil methOd. of collectiilg reaction prodi 

this purpose we employed' a target that. consisted: oj 
·. ' 

layer' of urahium oxide· deposi~ed onto a Ti 1 ~3 mg/c 

behind which a stack o'f 2 mg/cm2 Cu ·foils was placE 

irradiatio~ the foils were placed on a glass plate 

into the· fission fr~ent proportional counter~· otl: 

the experimental techlUques were' the same as those 

first case~ These experiments led to the observatio 

spontaneous fission ev~nts, and the ral?Se of the SIJ 

nssioning nuclei correSponded to a-12 microns of .A 

The main results of these two runs of experime 

as follows: 

1 ~ In bombardment ~f the thick 23Bu target ·wit 

ions of a,botit 900 lleV maximum energy the formation· 
- . . ' . 

taneously fissioning'nucleus is observed ~ith ~oro 
of about 1·0.;.33 cm2 ~ 

2. The: observed effect is 50 times as lUge th 

possible backg1'0und clUe to the spontaneous fission 1 

or another known transuranio element. 

3. The time distribution of the recorded event: 

that the half-life of the spontaneously fission.iJ:Ig _l 

.950 days~ 

4. The avera.Se number of neutrOns per fission : 

large. Our estimations give a Wl.ue of 1 ~5 <. "\) <. 3·5· 
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After a continuous eXposure (a few months) there were 

' observed only one a:n.d eight spontaneous fission events in 

the actinide and heavy metal_ fractions, respectively~ · 

Since no spontaneous fission has practically been· obser

ved in the actinide series, in our further experiments we 

used the recoil method of collecting reaction products~ For 

this purpose we employed· a target that.consisted of a~5mg/cm2 

layer'of urallium oxide deposited onto a Ti 1~3 mglcm2 backing, 

behind which a stack of 2 mg/cm2 Cu foils was placed~ After 

irradiation the foils were placed on a glass plate and then 

into the fission fragment proportional counter~ Otherwise 

the experimental techidques were -the same as those .in.the 

first case~ These experiments led to the observation of six 

spontaneous fission events, and the r~e of the spontaneously 

fissioning nuclei corresponded to 8-12 micronS of Al. 

The main resUlts of these two runs of EIXJ.)eriments are 

as followsa 

1 ~ In bombardment of the thick 23Bu target ·with 136xe 

ions of about 900 MeV maximJm energy the formation of a spon-
. . . 

taneously fissioning nucleus is observed with a cross section 

of about 1·0.;.33 cm2 ~ 
2• The?observed effect is 50 times as large than the~ 

possible background dlle to the spontaneous fission of 23Bu 

or another known. transuranio element. 

3. The time distribution ~f the recorded events indicates 

that the half-life of the spontaneously fissionirig _nuclei 1s · 

·~50 days~ 

4e The avera8e number of neutra~ per fission is not 

large. Our ·estimations give a value of 1 ~·5 <. ·~ < 3.5~ 
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T~ese'res~ts can be i.ilterpr~ted ~ tbe.:foll.-ow!Jig. iuqs. 

c •• ' • ~ •• • • • 

l.t cannot. be excluded tbat 'the observed spont~eously 

fissio~ nucleus is· an isotope of a superhea~ ~iement; 
. . . 

The fact that the spontaneous· fission is observed ~· the 

fraction of heavy metals which are chemically close to eie

ments of Z --.J 11Q-114, is an argument for this assumption~' 

However, according to s~me theore~ical pre~ctions33,34) 
during· the spontaneous fission of superheavy nuclei a 18rge 

number of _neutrons should_ be emitted ( V-"'6-10) whereas the 1 

experimental value of U is considerably suller~ 

The observed effect can possibly be due t~ the sponta-
. . 

neous fission of a lighter nucleus (near Z=92) _if one takes 

into account _that many spontaneously fissioning isomers 

belong to this partie~ nuclear region.· Then it is not ,._ ' 

surprising that U is small~ However, the chemical proper-

ties and long half-life of the observed nucleus make this 

assumption unlikely~ 

Finally, the observed effect -.;r be associated with the 

"d~~ayed ~f3sio~n.35)(formation of .the neutron-ric~ ~~cle~s·of 
Z "- 89 increasing its Z by means of the chain of (I -decay~ and 

then undergoing fission from an excited state) ~~:~~.s hypothesis 

is also unlikely since the lifetime'h:r, the ob~~~ed.:. isomer is 

too ~ong and, in addition, it cont~~J:~ts our ~~~c~~t~ of the 
properties ~d characteristics of the=decay of neutrOn-rich 
heavy nuclei~ 

From our point of view all these_hypothes&a are presently 
. ,·' ·. ' .. . ' 

of about the ~ame value since the pre-dictions concerning the 

chemical properties and the average number of . neutrons can not 

be regarded. as:~~1~lutely reliable for the s;ynth~sis ~f nuclei· 

so far from the. known nuclear region~ 

.. · 

".-. 

.... · 

,4 " ·''" 
.·.,·· ... 

·we believe ~hat a stronger.argument in favour 

of these ass~mptions_will be provided by measuremei 

the tot8.1. kinetic .. energies of the fission frSgmente 

of the mass of the nucleus that undergoes fission~ 

. ? • Conclusion 

The experiments performed to study the· interac 

of xenon nuclei with different targets and the mech 

of producing various isotopes have indicated the co 

of the suppositionS in 1964 ref• 20) and in some sub 

papers about the possible use.of fission reactions, 

method of synthesizing superheavy elements in the v . 
. , 

of Z=114 and N::184~ 

The currently . .available data obtained ·from bom' 
2

3Bu with 1.36ze ions provide evidence for the enst1 

a relatively long-lived spontaneously fissioning nw 

( one or several) that is produced with o..n ef'fectiv• 

section of about 10-33 cm2~ 

Kea8arements of the average number of secon~ 

neutrons give a value of 1 ~5 ~ \3 ~ 3~5. Because of 

small number. of secondary neutrons one can hardly cc 

that the rare spontaneous fission eVents are due to 

decay of superheavy elements~ 

The purpose of fUrther experiments will·be to D 

the total kinetic energy of the fragments and to det 

the mass of the nucleus undergoing .spontaneous f~ssi 
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·We believe that a stronger ar~ent in favour of any · 

of these assu,inptions will be provided by measurements of 

the total kinetic energies of the fission frSgments, and. 

of the mass of the nucleus that undergoes fission~ 

. ? • Conclusion 

The experiments performed to study the· interactions 

of xenon nuclei with different targets and the mechanism 

of producing various isotopes have indicated the correctness 

of the suppositions in 1964 ref. 20) and in some aubsequent 

papers about the possible use of fission reactions as a 

method of synthesizing superheavy elements in tho vicinity 

of Z=114 and N:184~ 

The currently available data obtained from bombarding 

238u with 136ze i:ns provide evidence for the existence of 

a relatively long-lived spontaneously fissioning nucleus 

( one or several) that is produced with o.n. effective cross 

section of about 10-33 cm2~ 
:Ueanrements of the average number of secondary 

neutrons give a va~ue of 1 ~5 ~ U ~ 3~5. Because of the 

small number .of secondary neutrons one can hardly conclude 

that the rare spontaneous fission events are due to the 

. decay of superheavy elements~ 

The purpose of further experiments will be to.measure 

the total kinetic energy of the fragments and to determine 

the mass of the nucleus undergoing spontaneous f'i,ssion~ 
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We believe that a substantial inc~ease in experimental 

sensitivity (up to a· cross.section of about 1o-35 cm2) 

will permit the observation, in fission reactions, of 

superheavy nuclei with wide-rB.Dge lifetimes, atomic and 

mass numbers~ Unless spontaneously fissioning nuclei are 

observed this will imply the absence of the stability 

region near Z=114 and N:184. 
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<Pnepoa f.H., OraliecsiH IO.U. 

DepcneKTHBbi rrony•~eausr caepxTsrlKeJibiX sneMeHTc 
aeneausr 

B aacTosrme.ii pa6oTe p'accMaTpnaaeTcsr npouecc aem 
THBHbiH MeTOA CHHTeaa CBepXTSilKe.1lbiX 8.1Ie~1eHTOB. 

11a1/KcnepnMeHTanhHbiX peaynhTaToa,
23

IJtonyqeHHbiX at 
HOHOB C}(e , cneayeT, 'ITO B peaKUHH U + 136 Xe 
.1lbie OCKOJIKH BnJIOTb ·ao 254Cf o Ha OCHOBe ~THX A8HHb!:X 
'l!eHne, 'ITO ·npu 06.1Iy'IeHHH. 23 'tJ . HOHBMH 136 Xe MOI'YT 

BaHbi. caepxTsrlKe.1lbie HApa a6nuau ~arnqecKnx ·"tucen Z= 
ansr KOTOpbiX TeopeTn'IeCKH npencKaabmaeTcsr cymecTaeaac 

·5n.1lbHOCTH. . . 

OrrncbmaeTcsr SKcnepnMeHTanbHasr MeTonnKa u npuaoJ 
nepBbiX OnbiTOB UO CHHTe3y CBepXTSilKe.1lb!X 8.1IeMeHTOB 8TH 

IJpenpHHT 06DewiHeHHOI'O HHCTHTyTa H,qepHbiX · HCC 
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